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Dynamical Origin for The Winner-Take-All Competition and Emergence of
Sparsely Synchronized Rhythms in The Hippocampal Dentate Gyrus

Abstract:

We consider a biological network of the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG). The DG is a preprocessor for pattern separation which facilitates

pattern storage and retrieval in the CA3 area of the hippocampus. The main encoding cells in the DG are the granule cells (GCs) which receive

the sensory information from the entorhinal cortex (EC) and send their output to the CA3. The activation degree of GCs is so low (~ 5%). This

sparsity has been thought to enhance the pattern separation. We investigate the dynamical origin for the winner-take-all competition which

leads to the sparse activation of the GCs. The whole GCs are grouped into clusters. In each GC cluster, there is one inhibitory (I) basket cell

(BC) along with excitatory (E) GCs. There are three kinds of external inputs into the GCs; the direct excitatory EC input, the indirect inhibitory

EC input, mediated by the HIPP cells, and the excitatory input from the hilar mossy cells (MCs). The firing activities of the GCs are determined

via competition between the external E and I inputs. The ratio of the external E to I conductance ( ) may represents well the degree of

such external E-I input competition. It is thus found that GCs become active when their  is larger than a threshold, and then the mean

firing rates of the active GCs are strongly correlated with . In each GC cluster, the feedback inhibition of the BC may select the winner

GCs. GCs with larger  survive, and they become winners; all the other GCs with smaller  become silent. In this way, winner-take-all

occurs via interaction of the excitation of the GCs and the feedback inhibition of the BC in each GC cluster. The hilar MCs play a role of

enhancing the activity of the GC-BC loop. Moreover, the feedback inhibition from the BCs also leads to emergence of sparsely synchronized

rhythms in the GC-BC loop. Successive synchronized stripes appear with the population frequency  (=13 Hz) in the raster plots of spikes in

each population of GCs and BCs. Such population rhythm also appears in the population of MCs via interaction with the GCs (i.e., GC-MC loop).

The population firing activities are also quantitatively characterized in terms of their occupation degrees, the pacing degrees, and the spiking

measures. In addition to population behavior, we study individual firing activity of GCs, BCs, and MCs. Individual GCs exhibit random spike

skipping, leading to a multi-peaked inter-spike-interval histogram. In this case, population-averaged mean-firing-rate (MFR) is less than the

population frequency , which leads to normal sparse synchronization. On the other hand, both BCs and MCs show intrastripe spiking, in

addition to the stochastic spike skipping. Thus, the population-averaged MFR is larger than , which results in abnormal sparse

synchronization. 
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